Robust Online Learned Spatio-Temporal Context Model for Visual Tracking.
Visual tracking is an important but challenging problem in the computer vision field. In the real world, the appearances of the target and its surroundings change continuously over space and time, which provides effective information to track the target robustly. However, enough attention has not been paid to the spatio-temporal appearance information in previous works. In this paper, a robust spatio-temporal context model based tracker is presented to complete the tracking task in unconstrained environments. The tracker is constructed with temporal and spatial appearance context models. The temporal appearance context model captures the historical appearance of the target to prevent the tracker from drifting to the background in a long-term tracking. The spatial appearance context model integrates contributors to build a supporting field. The contributors are the patches with the same size of the target at the key-points automatically discovered around the target. The constructed supporting field provides much more information than the appearance of the target itself, and thus, ensures the robustness of the tracker in complex environments. Extensive experiments on various challenging databases validate the superiority of our tracker over other state-of-the-art trackers.